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Abstract

We present a Matlab/Octave-based software tool mGlobe to compute the effect1

of atmospheric, continental water storage, and non-tidal ocean mass variations on2

surface gravity. These effects must be considered or reduced prior to any analy-3

sis of geophysical phenomena using observations of superconducting gravimeters.4

Contrary to the alternative providers, mGlobe allows the computation for an ar-5

bitrary location worldwide, supports a larger number of input models and offers6

more flexibility in terms of computation settings. The high number of supported7

models is important for assessment of model uncertainties. Discrepancies exceed-8

ing 75% were found. The continental water storage effect showed low sensitivity9

to spatial and temporal resolution. The deficient temporal resolution affects the10

non-tidal loading and atmospheric effects significantly. The same holds true for11

the influence of the spatial resolution on atmospheric effects. To compensate this12
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effect, we introduce a site-specific correction factor based on differences between13

the real topography and model’s orography.14

Keywords:15

Gravity effect, Continental water storage, Non-tidal ocean loading, Atmosphere16

1. Introduction17

Observations of absolute and superconducting gravimeters contain informa-18

tion on the gravity effect of a wide range of phenomena like Earth and Oocean19

tides, Earth rotation, transport of hydrological and atmospheric masses or the20

Earth’s internal geodynamic processes. Geophysical studies of a specific phe-21

nomenon therefore need to comprise the consideration of all sources of gravity22

variations, provided the magnitude of these variations is in the order of magnitude23

of the gravity signal of interest. The need for reducing disturbing gravity effects24

even grows with the ongoing accuracy increase of absolute and superconducting25

gravimeters. The gravity effect of global-scale water mass transport is a promi-26

nent example of a reduction that has emerged in past decades (van Dam and Wahr,27

1998; van Dam, 2001) and needs to be considered in order to resolve small grav-28

ity changes of up to few tens of nm s−2. More recent studies (e.g. Boy and Hin-29

derer, 2006; Wziontek et al., 2009) discussed the computation of the continental30

water storage effect considering different global hydrological models at various31

sites, concluding that the corresponding gravity effect contributes significantly to32

the seasonal variation of surface gravity. Depending on the location, the global33

hydrological effect may exceed or at least interfere with the contribution of the34

local hydrology (Longuevergne et al., 2009), i.e., water storage variations within35

few kilometres from the actual point of observation. Numerous studies discussed36
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the complex assessment of the local hydrology contribution to gravity variations37

(e.g. Creutzfeldt et al., 2010; Hasan et al., 2006; Hinderer et al., 2012; Virtanen38

et al., 2006). The continental water storage effect plays a key role in such studies39

because using a different global hydrological model or the neglecting the global40

effect may affect the conclusions in terms of the magnitude and phase of local41

water storage variations. Similarly, this applies for the purposes of validation or42

calibration of local hydrological models using gravity residuals (e.g. Creutzfeldt43

et al., 2012; Naujoks et al., 2010).44

To meet the increasing demand for assessing the continental water storage45

gravity effect, the GGP/Strasbourg Loading Service1 (Boy et al., 2009) provides46

the corresponding time series for a selected group of superconducting gravimeters47

using four global hydrological models. In addition, estimations of the non-tidal48

ocean loading and atmospheric effect are provided. The non-tidal ocean loading49

is the effect of the ocean mass transport uncorrelated to the tidal processes. The50

tide related mass transport is reduced within the tidal analysis of observed gravity51

variations or by means of ocean tide models2 (e.g. Egbert and Erofeeva, 2002;52

Lyard et al., 2006; Matsumoto et al., 2000). Similarly to the continental water53

storage effect, previous studies (e.g. Boy and Lyard, 2008; Kroner et al., 2009)54

showed that the non-tidal ocean loading effect must be considered also at sites55

hundreds of kilometres away from the coast and that the discrepancies between56

different ocean models can exceed the amplitude of respective variations.57

Besides Earth tides, the atmospheric effects are the most important source of58

gravity variations. Generally, two different approaches are used for the computa-59

1http://loading.u-strasbg.fr/GGP
2http://holt.oso.chalmers.se/loading/
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tion of the atmospheric effect. The empirical approach seeks the relation between60

the observed air pressure variation and gravity (e.g. Warburton and Goodkind,61

1977). Typically, the least square adjustment between the gravity residuals and62

the air pressure yields an admittance factor of about −3 nm s−2/hPa. The physical63

approach utilizes atmospheric models for the determination of the mass distri-64

bution that is then transformed to gravitational and loading effects (e.g. Merriam,65

1992). The latter approach allows to take into account the gravity effects of remote66

atmospheric masses, i.e., variations that are not correlated to the local air pressure.67

Besides the GGP/Strasbourg Loading Service, global atmospheric corrections are68

also provided by the Atmacs service3 (Klügel and Wziontek, 2009). Compared69

to the GGP Loading Service, Atmacs utilizes weather models with higher tempo-70

ral (3 versus 6 hours) and spatial resolution (7 km versus 0.75◦), but with worse71

time coverage (starting 2004 versus 1979). The common denominator for both72

services is the restricted number of available sites and the fact that the provided73

atmospheric effect does not take the real topography into consideration.74

2. mGlobe overview75

To enable the computation for an arbitrary location worldwide, we have de-76

veloped a comprehensive Matlab R©/Octave-based toolbox (mGlobe) for the com-77

putation of the effect of the continental water storage, non-tidal ocean loading and78

atmosphere on surface gravity. To tackle the significant discrepancies between79

different models as introduced above, mGlobe enables the loading of a majority80

of freely available models by default (see Table 1), and contains a build-in conver-81

3http://atmacs.bkg.bund.de
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sion tool for other hydrological or ocean models. This option allows for includ-82

ing models like the WaterGAP Global Hydrology Model (WGHM) (Döll et al.,83

2003) or similar models that represent total continental water storage variations84

in different storage compartments. Considering total water storage variations is85

of particular relevance for comparing global hydrological models to GRACE (e.g.86

Van Camp et al., 2014; Neumeyer et al., 2008; Weise et al., 2012). The computa-87

tion of the atmospheric effect utilizes the ERA Interim or MERRA pressure level88

data and surface level data downloaded in NetCDF file format. A digital elevation89

model (DEM) can be utilized in the computation of hydrological as well as at-90

mospheric effects. A DEM is particularly important for computation of the atmo-91

spheric effect, as the impact of a low spatial resolution of atmospheric models will92

be minimized by using the DEM instead of gravity observations themselves. Thus,93

essential gravity variations that are anti-correlated to air pressure but of different94

origin will not be reduced by mistake. Additional features like the restriction95

of the computation to a certain basin, dividing the gravity contributions into the96

loading and the attraction part or the integration of user-provided high-resolution97

coastlines allow to obtain more specific results. In these respects, mGlobe pro-98

vides more flexibility than the existing services. In mGloble, both the global and99

the local zone are included in the computation of atmospheric effects whereas the100

local zone is excluded from the computation of hydrological effects. The latter is101

due to the high spatial and temporal variability of hydrological processes which is102

not reflected in global hydrological models. A detailed local hydrological model103

including high-resolution information on topography and infrastructure (e.g., to104

capture the shielding effect of the gravimeter building) and in-situ hydrological105

monitoring data are recommended for subtracting the local hydrological effect106
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(Creutzfeldt et al., 2008). In mGloble, the radius of the local zone around the site107

of interest can be set between 0.05◦ and 1.0◦ (spherical distance). For all effects,108

the user can set the position, computation period and the time resolution. The109

more specific settings are described in detail in the corresponding sections below.110

The mGlobe graphical user interface of the continental water storage console111

is shown in Figure 1. The Matlab version requires Mapping and Statistics tool-112

boxes and can be downloaded from github.com/emenems/mGlobe. The Octave113

version can be downloaded from github.com/emenems/mGlobe_octave.114

3. Study sites115

In this study, mGlobe results were evaluated at three sites equipped with a116

superconducting gravimeter (SG), namely Vienna, Conrad observatory (both in117

Austria) and Sutherland (South Africa, Table 2). The SG in Vienna was installed118

in an underground laboratory from August 1995 until the end of October 2007.119

Afterwards, this gravimeter has been moved to the Conrad observatory in the120

north-eastern margin of the Eastern Alps. The upgraded dual sphere SG in Suther-121

land has been in operation since the end of 2009. The SG observations in Vienna122

and at the Conrad observatory were acquired from their operators while the ob-123

servations of the SG in Sutherland were downloaded from the ISDC (Information124

System and Data Center for geoscientific data) data servers4. Prior to the mGlobe125

evaluation, the gravity time series were corrected for steps and spikes using the126

TSoft software (Van Camp and Vauterin, 2005), decimated to one hour sampling127

and corrected for tides, polar motion, length of day and instrumental trend. The128

4http://isdc.gfz-potsdam.de
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tidal parameters were derived from tidal analyses using the ETERNA package129

(Wenzel, 1996), i.e., the tidal parameters include the ocean tidesloading effect.130

The instrumental trend was estimated using the least square adjustment. Abso-131

lute gravity observations could not be used at Vienna due to accuracy limitations132

caused by high site noise. No absolute gravity observations were available for the133

Sutherland site.134

4. Continental water storage135

The aim of the continental water storage module in mGlobe is to compute136

the non-local hydrological contribution to surface gravity variations. This contri-137

bution can be divided into a loading and gravitational part. The loading part is138

related to the surface deformation caused by mass transport, i.e., water storage139

changes. The gravitational part is related to the vertical component of the New-140

ton’s attraction of water masses. The calculation itself is divided into several zones141

depending on the spherical distance (ψ) between the mass and the measurement142

point. The closer to the measurement point, the higher is the degree of spatial143

discretization, i.e., the original model values are linearly interpolated into a finer144

grid. The loading effect per unit mass (gL) is in all zones computed using Green’s145

function formalism as given by Farrell (1972)146

gL(ψ) = −
g
M

∞∑
n=0

(2hn − (n + 1)kn) Pn(cosψ), (1)

where the hn and kn symbols represent the load Love numbers, M is the Earth’s147

mass, g is the mean surface gravity and Pn are Legendre polynomials. To acceler-148

ate the computation, the loading effect is interpolated from tabulated values given149

by Pagiatakis (1988). The user can modify this table in order to consider different150
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Earth models or to evaluate the contribution of individual components, i.e., the151

effect of the perturbed density field (kn dependent) or the displacement effect (hn152

dependent). The difference between the loading effects based on the load Love153

numbers as given by Pagiatakis (1988), Farrell (1972) and Guo et al. (2004) is154

only 0.3 nm s−2 (for Vienna, 2000–2007).155

The gravitational effect per unit mas is computed for points with ψ > 1◦ using156

the equation given by Farrell (1972)157

gN(ψ) =
g

4M sin(ψ/2)
. (2)

To include the effect of the topography, the gravitational effect of mass points with158

ψ ≤ 1◦ is based on Newton’s and cosines laws159

gN = G
(d2 + (R + hS )2 − (R + hP)2)

2d3(R + hS )
, (3)

where G is the gravitational constant, d is the direct distance to the point mass160

of one kg, R is the radius of the replacement sphere and hS , hP are the heights161

of the gravimeter and the point mass respectively. The radius of the replacement162

sphere was set in such a manner that the sphere surface matches the surface of the163

WGS84 ellipsoid (NIMA, 2000).164

On input, mGlobe loads gridded water storage data. Besides the model version165

and layer, e.g. soil moisture or snow, the user can select the exclusion or inclusion166

of certain areas, the digital elevation model, water mass conservation enforcement167

between continents and oceans (see below for details), and the minimum value of168

ψ as the threshold between the local and the global zone (between 0.05 and 1.00◦).169

To minimize the effect of a discontinuity at the boundary between the local and170

global zone, i.e., between the local and global hydrological model, this threshold171
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should be set to a value for which water storage variations have minimum sensi-172

tivity on surface gravity at the measurement point. The dependency of the gravity173

effect on the integration radius for all three study sites is shown in Figure 2. In this174

example, the gravity effect in terms of both attraction and loading was computed175

using the GLDAS/NOAH monthly water storage anomaly (here February 2011)176

relative to the long term average of each grid cell. The differences between the177

sites reflect the position of the sensor with respect to the topography, the distance178

to the ocean, i.e., to an area with no soil moisture or snow variations, as well as179

different hydrological conditions in the area around Sutherland compared to the180

situation in Europe at the selected time epoch. Although the ideal threshold is site-181

dependent, the smallest sensitivity can be observed for these study sites at about182

0.1◦ to 1.0◦. The continental water storage effects refer to ψ ≥ 0.1◦ hereafter.183

The mGlobe exclusion and inclusion options allow for a fast manipulation of184

hydrological model input. The contribution of certain areas, e.g. of a large river185

basin, to the gravity signal at the observation point can be assessed using the in-186

clusion polygon. The exclusion option may be used to set the mass variations187

in Greenland or Antarctica to zero because the hydrological models often do not188

provide reliable data for these regions (e.g. Rodell et al., 2004). The mass en-189

forcement option was designed to cope with a variable global sum of the total190

water storage in time. Part of this variability is due to the seasonal and inter-191

annual continent-ocean water exchange while the other part arises from model192

artefacts, such as impacts of the initialisation phase of model runs or deficient193

model structure. Such model deficiencies may introduce an artificial trend of194

continental water storage in the model output. To minimize this effect, similar195

to the GGP/Strasbourg Loading Service, mGlobe allows for distributing a com-196
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pensating uniform water layer over the oceans and large lakes (defined by user).197

The layer thickness is determined by comparing the current epoch and the long-198

term average. For the example of Sutherland and the GLDAS/MOS model, the199

gravity response of this layer can be decomposed into a trend of 7.9 ± 0.8 nm s−2
200

per year between 2000 and 2003 and a seasonal variation with an amplitude of201

4.7 ± 0.4 nm s−2 (Figure 3). After this period, the trend decreases significantly to202

0.8± 0.2 nm s−2. The seasonal amplitude is smaller for models like GLDAS/CLM203

or ERA Interim, i.e., 3.1±0.3 nm s−2. All models show higher amplitude compare204

to altimetry-based non-steric global mean sea level variations presented in Chen205

et al. (2005), where the converted annual gravity effect is equal to 1.6 nm s−2 and206

the linear trend to 1.3 nm s−2 per year.207

The inclusion of a digital elevation model is recommended for mountain sites.208

The maximum difference between the monthly gravity effects computed using a209

spherical approximation and a digital elevation model exceeded 2.6 nm s−2 for210

Conrad, 0.6 nm s−2 for Sutherland and only 0.3 nm s−2 for Vienna. These re-211

sults were obtained using the ETOPO1 (one minute resolution) digital eleva-212

tion model (Amante and Eakins, 2009). These results were obtained using and213

GLDAS/NOAH model between 2000 and 2012. The influence of the tempo-214

ral resolution was analysed using MERRA total water storage variations (Ta-215

ble 3). The temporal resolution of the input model has a larger influence on216

the gravity effect than its spatial resolution. Different spatial resolutions affect217

primarily the seasonal variation as compared to sub-diurnal variations. A max-218

imum difference between the GLDAS/NOAH 0.25◦ model and the 1.00◦ model219

of 1.7 nm s−2 was found. These differences are relatively small in comparison to220

the discrepancies between different models. Figure 4 shows the continental water221
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storage effect computed for Conrad observatory using selected models supported222

by mGlobe. The fitted annual amplitude of the difference between GLDAS/CLM223

and GLDAS/MOS is 8.3 ± 0.2 nm s−2, i.e., 75% of the average annual amplitude224

(computed using all GLDAS, MERRA and ERA models). This is an extreme225

value considering the high precision of SGs and the amplitude of other signals226

of interest. To evaluate the mGlobe results, the continental water storage effect227

was compared to the results of the GGP/Strasbourg Loading service that provides228

hydrological effects for four models. For the GLDAS/NOAH model, the daily dif-229

ferences did not exceed 1.2 nm s−2 for either study site. This difference might be230

caused by various factors like the inclusion of a digital elevation model, exclusion231

of different areas or the use of a different Earth model.232

5. Non-tidal ocean loading233

The non-tidal ocean loading effect is computed in the same way as the con-234

tinental water storage effect. An auxiliary grid with a spatial resolution of 0.1◦235

is used to identify grid cells over the oceans and continents. This grid can by236

modified if higher resolution of coastlines is required. As input, mGlobe loads237

gridded data sets of ocean bottom pressure variations. In accordance with the238

continental water storage effect, the mass conservation can be enforced by sub-239

tracting an area average over the global ocean (Greatbatch, 1994). An additional240

option allows for computing the gravity response to a coupled hydrological model241

covering continents and oceans. This option minimizes the uncertainty related242

to the mass exchange between oceans and continents although the development243

of such model is difficult. Alternatively, a monthly GRACE-based water storage244

data set covering the whole Earth can be incorporated from the ICGEM web ser-245
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vice5. However, it is recommended to use ocean bottom pressure models with246

higher temporal resolution, as discussed in Boy and Lyard (2008). The influence247

of the temporal resolution on the non-tidal ocean loading effect in Sutherland was248

assessed using the Ocean Model for Circulation and Tides (OMCT) model (Dob-249

slaw and Thomas, 2007) for 2013. The ocean bottom pressure is the sum of the250

water column and atmospheric pressure. This is in compliance with the com-251

puted atmospheric effect where the loading effect over the ocean was set to zero.252

The maximum differences between the highest available resolution of 6 hours and253

linearly interpolated values from 12 and 24 hour sampling was 1.9 nm s−2 and254

3.6 nm s−2, respectively. These are relatively high values since the maximum am-255

plitude of the effect reached 10.1 nm s−2 only. The non-tidal ocean loading effect256

in Vienna and Conrad is 38% smaller than in Sutherland but still observable as-257

suming the SG precision of 1 nm s−2 (Hinderer et al., 2007).258

Figure 5 shows the comparison of the non-tidal ocean loading effect computed259

using the OMCT and ECCO models. The black line represents gravity residuals260

corrected for mean continental water storage, atmospheric effect as well as the261

local soil moisture and groundwater variations. The local corrections were com-262

puted using in-situ observations and detailed a digital elevation model that also263

represents the underground structure housing the SG at this site. The OMCT264

model shows good agreement with gravity residuals while the use of the ECCO265

model results in an underestimation of the non-tidal ocean loading effect. As in266

the case of the continental water storage effect, the discrepancies between mod-267

els are significant. It is worth mentioning that the ECCO ocean bottom pressure268

5http://icgem.gfz-potsdam.de/ICGEM/
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model, sampled every 12 hours, covers oceans only up to a latitude of −72.5◦. In269

addition, the diurnal tides related to atmosphere are preserved in OMCT and not270

in ECCO.271

6. Atmospheric effect272

The computation of the atmospheric effect is based on the freely available273

ERA Interim or MERRA model. These models offers a maximal time resolution274

of 6 hours and a spatial resolution of approximately 0.75◦ (available in Gaussian275

grid) or 0.5◦ × 0.67◦ respectively. The ERA model consists of 37 vertical layers276

and reaches up to an altitude equivalent to 1 hPa, i.e., approximately 47 km. The277

MERRA model reaches up to 0.1 hPa (approx. 62 km) and consists of 42 pressure278

levels. The altitude of pressure levels varies in time and space. The lower bound-279

ary is defined by the orography, i.e., the reference surface of the atmospheric280

model. As in the case of the continental water storage, the computation of the281

atmospheric effect is divided into several zones with different degree of spatial282

discretization. The loading effect in all zones is computed using tabulated values283

of the gravity effect per 1 hPa load as given by Merriam (1992). As mentioned in284

the previous section, no loading effect is computed for points over the oceans. The285

gravitational effect for areas with ψ < 20◦ is computed using a tesseroid approxi-286

mation as described in Heck and Seitz (2007). Since this is only an approximate287

solution of the spherical tesseroid, an interpolation to a finer grid is required for288

the area close to the computation point. No interpolation in vertical direction is289

performed throughout the computation. A point mass approximation as given by290

Farrell (1972) is used for areas with ψ ≥ 20◦. The model pressure (p), temperature291

(T ) and specific humidity (q) are converted to density (ρ) using equation derived292
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from Etling (2002)293

ρ =
p

287T (1 − q + q/0.62197)
. (4)

The tesseroid density is the mean between the upper and lower pressure level. The294

two metre dew point temperature downloaded for the lower boundary, i.e., the295

orography, is transformed to the specific humidity using the following equations296

q =
0.62197esat(T )

p − (1 − 0.62197)esat(T )
, (5)

297

esat(T ) = 611.21 exp
{

a3

(
T − 273.16

T − a4

)}
, (6)

where esat(T ) is the saturation water vapour pressure, a3 = 17.502 and a4 =298

32.19 K if T ≥ 273.16 K, otherwise a3 = 22.587 and a4 = −20.7 K (ECMWF,299

2010).300

6.1. Atmospheric correction factor301

As mentioned in Section 2, the computation includes also the local zone, i.e.,302

the atmospheric effect is integrated over the whole Earth. Nevertheless, a consid-303

eration of a residual effect related to the deficient spatial and temporal resolution304

of used atmospheric models is required. Ideally, such effect would be computed305

using high-resolution atmospheric models or observations collected in the local306

zone. In most cases, only air pressure variations observed with an in-situ sensor307

close to the gravimeter are available. Similarly to the single admittance approach,308

the proposed computation procedure exploits the relation between the gravity ef-309

fect and pressure residuals. However, the procedure does not utilize observed310

gravity variations. Instead, the gravitational effect of the atmosphere is com-311

puted by considering the differences between the orography and real topography.312
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The pressure residuals are the differences between the in-situ and the interpolated313

model pressure.314

Assuming a constant discretization of the atmosphere, i.e., neglecting the al-315

titude variation of the upper boundary, the pressure residuals are directly related316

to the gravity effect as the air density is computed using the air pressure, temper-317

ature and specific humidity (equation (4)). Temperature and humidity introduce318

seasonal and diurnal variations into the density. At most sites, the seasonal varia-319

tion exceeds the diurnal fluctuations. As shown in Klügel and Wziontek (2009),320

the seasonal variations of the upper part of the atmosphere are opposite to the321

lower part, and the total atmospheric effect is strongly anti-correlated to air pres-322

sure but not to air temperature. Nevertheless, the deficient spatial resolution of the323

atmospheric model results in a volume excess or deficit between the model orog-324

raphy and the actual topography. The corresponding gravity effect is therefore325

correlated to the air temperature of the lower part of the atmosphere. Assuming326

an isothermal atmosphere, the decrease of the air pressure with altitude depends327

on the temperature as well, and can be calculated as follows (Etling, 2002)328

p(z) = p0 exp
(
−

gz
287T (1 + 0.608q)

)
, (7)

where z is the altitude difference, p0 is the air pressure at the lower boundary329

and p(z) at the upper boundary. This formula can be used to effectively describe330

the air pressure differences between orography and topography, i.e., the pressure331

residuals. The following results were obtained for the ERA Interim model. As332

mentioned in the introduction, the Atmacs service provides atmospheric effects333

for selected SGs using weather models with spatial resolution of 7 km for Euro-334

pean sites (20 km worldwide). Thus, differences between mGlobe and Atmacs,335
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i.e., the residual gravity effect, should reflect predominantly the deficient resolu-336

tion of ERA Interim. Figure 6 shows these differences superimposed by in-situ337

temperature observations at the Conrad observatory. This figure confirms the ex-338

pected relationship between the residual gravity effect and the pressure residuals.339

The correlation of these time series at the seasonal time scale could also be caused340

by the lower altitude of the uppermost layer of the ERA Interim model compared341

to models utilized in Atmacs. The minimal computation altitude was discussed in342

Klügel and Wziontek (2009), concluding that the atmospheric model should reach343

up to 50 km. We found that the gravitational effect of the last layer, i.e., from 2344

to 1 hPa, shows minimal variability (below 0.1 m s−2). It is therefore unlikely that345

the gravity effect differences shown in figure 6 could be caused by the missing346

layer between 1 and 0 hPa.347

The parameter hereafter denoted as correction factor converts the pressure348

residuals to residual gravity effect and its value is site- and model-dependent.349

To estimate the correction factor, we computed the gravitational effect of the350

air between the topography given by a digital elevation model and the ERA In-351

terim orography up to ψ = 0.1◦. This radius reflects the small differences be-352

tween mGlobe and Atmacs beyond the local zone. The air density was computed353

using ERA Interim outputs, equations (4) to (7) and a temperature gradient of354

−0.65 K/100m (US–CESA, 1976). Figure 7 shows the differences between to-355

pography and orography as well as the computed gravitational effect as a func-356

tion of pressure residuals at the Conrad observatory. The slope of the plotted357

line determines the correction factor, i.e., −3.63 ± 0.02 nm s−2/hPa for Conrad,358

−3.00 ± 0.05 nm s−2/hPa for Vienna and −3.66 ± 0.03 nm s−2/hPa for Suther-359

land. It should be noted that this approach will not always be applicable. In a360
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specific situation, the ERA orography height and air pressure might match the in-361

situ values but the smooth orography will unlikely fit the undulated topography362

of the study area. Thus, the pressure residuals will not show any seasonal varia-363

tion whereas the gravitational effect will. In this and similar cases, the correction364

factor cannot fully minimize the residual effect but still is often the only option365

due to the lack of local high-resolution atmospheric models. A similar conclu-366

sion holds true for the correction of a deficient temporal resolution. The aim of367

this correction is to restore the total atmospheric effect, not only the local con-368

tribution. The low sampling frequency (6 hours for ERA Interim) prevents the369

reconstruction of the full signal regardless of the differences between orography370

and topography. Here again, the pressure residuals can be used to restore the ma-371

jor part of the variation. The value of the correction factors for this case may372

however differ from those determined using the differences between orography373

and topography. Nevertheless, it is unlikely that the correction factor for deficient374

temporal resolution, i.e., for frequencies higher than 2 cycles per day, will exceed375

the range −4.5 to− 2.5 nm s−2/hPa (e.g. Hinderer et al., 2014). The amplitudes of376

pressure residuals high-pass filtered to 2 cycles per day, i.e., half the model tem-377

poral resolution, are about 2 hPa for Conrad, 1.7 hPa for Sutherland and 1.9 hPa378

for Vienna. The corresponding gravity effect differences (spatial minus temporal)379

are thus negligible.380

The final comparison of gravity residuals corrected for atmospheric effect us-381

ing mGlobe, Atmacs and the single admittance approach is shown in Figure 8.382

The Atmacs service provides the atmospheric correction based on various weather383

models and computation procedures. We used the following versions: The LM2384

(radius of the local model 12 km, radius of the regional model 18◦) plus GME256/GME384385
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for Conrad, LM2 (12 km, 18◦) plus GME192 for Vienna and GME256/GME384386

(300 km) for Sutherland. The unknown orography of weather models used in At-387

macs prevented the computation of the model-specific correction factors. There-388

fore we used factor equal to −3 nm s−2/hPa. Compared to the single admittance389

approach, the gravity residuals corrected for atmospheric effects computed by390

mGlobe and Atmacs show significantly reduced variation, especially at the Con-391

rad observatory and in Vienna. Neither correction is able to reduce the strong392

barometric tides observed in Sutherland. The histograms on the right of Figure 8393

highlight the small differences between Atmacs and mGlobe. The standard de-394

viation of these differences ranges from 1.1 nm s−2 for Sutherland to 1.8 nm s−2
395

for Vienna. It should be noted that these values depend on the correction factors396

applied here and may change after using model-specific factors for Atmacs.397

7. Conclusions398

We have developed a Matlab R©/Octave-based tool for the computation of large399

scale hydrological and atmospheric contributions to gravity variations observed400

by terrestrial gravimeters. This program offers a unique possibility to compute401

the continental water storage, non-tidal ocean loading and atmospheric effects402

for an arbitrary location worldwide. Another benefit is the support of 7 freely403

available global hydrological models, 3 ocean bottom pressure models, two at-404

mospheric models and GRACE mass grid models as input for the computations.405

Other hydrological or ocean models can be transformed to the mGlobe supported406

file format using the build-in conversion tool. As shown in this study, the dis-407

crepancies between individual models affect the continental water storage effect408

as well as the non-tidal ocean loading effect significantly. Differences of more409
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than 75% were found. In addition to model comparisons, we tested the influence410

of the models’ temporal and spatial resolution. The temporal resolution plays a411

key role especially for the non-tidal ocean loading and atmospheric effects. The412

atmospheric effect is additionally strongly affected by deficient spatial resolution.413

Nevertheless, the corresponding gravity effect can be effectively reduced by means414

of site-specific correction factors. The proposed correction factor takes into con-415

sideration real topography and the differences between in-situ and model air pres-416

sure. Its value is determined independently of observed gravity variations. The417

continental water storage effect shows relatively low sensitivity to both temporal418

and spatial resolution. This result was computed for points beyond the spherical419

distance of 0.1◦. This value was chosen to minimize the possible discontinuities420

at the border between the local and global hydrological models. However, the421

minimum computation radius can be set by the user. Supplementary features like422

the exclusion of certain areas of hydrological models, enforcement of the mass423

conservation principle, use of high-resolution coastlines or the inclusion of digital424

elevation models allow users to obtain more specific results compared to alterna-425

tive services of large scale gravity effects.426
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Table 1: Global hydrological and ocean models supported in mGlobe. Other models can be con-

verted to the default file format using a build-in conversion console.

Model Source/Download Reference

GLDAS/CLM direct download (OPeNDAP server) (Rodell et al., 2004)

GLDAS/MOS direct download (OPeNDAP server) (Rodell et al., 2004)

GLDAS/VIC direct download (OPeNDAP server) (Rodell et al., 2004)

GLDAS/NOAH direct download (OPeNDAP server) (Rodell et al., 2004)

MERRA/Land direct download (OPeNDAP server) (Reichle et al., 2011)

ERA Interim apps.ecmwf.int/datasets/ (Dee et al., 2011)

NCEP Reanalysis-2 www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/data (Kalnay et al., 1996)

GRACE/Land grace.jpl.nasa.gov/data/ (Landerer and Swenson, 2012)

(Swenson and Wahr, 2006)

ECCO-JPL grace.jpl.nasa.gov/data/ (Fukumori, 2002)

ftp://snowwhite.jpl.nasa.gov/ (Kim et al., 2007)

ECCO2 ftp://ecco2.jpl.nasa.gov/

OMCT isdc.gfz-potsdam.de (Dobslaw and Thomas, 2007)

GRACE/Ocean grace.jpl.nasa.gov/data/ (Chambers and Willis, 2010)

(Chambers and Bonin, 2012)
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Table 2: Study sites with superconducting gravimeters used for the evaluation of mGlobe results.

The φ symbol represents the latitude and λ the longitude (both rounded to four decimal places).

Site SG φ λ altitude distance to sea

(◦) (◦) (m) (km)

Conrad C025 47.9283 15.8598 1044.12 300

Sutherland D037L -32.3816 20.8111 1759.05 220

Vienna C025 48.2489 16.3565 192.74 350
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Table 3: The influence of temporal resolution on the continental water storage effect computed

for time period between 2000-2012 and for ψ ≥ 0.1◦. The columns show maximum differences

and standard deviations obtained by comparing the original hourly MERRA Land (assimilation)

model outputs to re-sampled values. All results are in nm s−2.

Site 3 hours 6 hours 12 hours 24 hours month

max std max std max std max std max std

Conrad 0.07 0.005 0.15 0.01 0.32 0.05 0.63 0.06 3.55 0.84

Sutherland 0.07 0.004 0.19 0.01 0.40 0.02 0.89 0.03 1.85 0.37

Vienna 0.04 0.004 0.09 0.01 0.24 0.04 0.48 0.05 3.05 0.71
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Figure 1: mGlobe graphical user interface of the continental water storage console.
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Figure 2: The hydrological gravity effect as a function of the spatial integration radius. The effect

was computed using GLDAS/NOAH model output (soil moisture and snow storage) considering

the difference between February 2011 and the mean for the period 2000 to 2010.
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Figure 3: Gravity response (δg) at Sutherland of the water mass variation of the GLDAS/MOS

model by distributing a uniform water layer of variable thickness over the oceans before (black

line) and after (blue line) trend correction (trends in red).
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Figure 4: Continental water storage effect at the Conrad observatory computed for total water

storage (TWS) simulated by different hydrological models, and for gridded GRACE-GFZ RL05

land TWS data.
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Figure 5: Non-tidal ocean loading effect in Sutherland computed using OMCT and ECCO models.

The gravity residuals (gres) were corrected for atmospheric, mean continental water storage and

local hydrological effects.
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Figure 6: Pressure residuals (blue) and residual gravity effect (red) superimposed by in-situ tem-

perature variation (black) observed at the Conrad observatory. The pressure and gravity residuals

were computed as difference between Atmacs and mGlobe.
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Figure 7: The difference between digital elevation model and ERA Interim orography at the Con-

rad observatory (a) and the gravitational effect as a function of pressure residuals (in-situ - ERA

Interim) (b).
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Figure 8: Gravity residuals corrected for atmospheric effect using different reductions, i.e., the

single admittance factor (−3 nm s−2/hPa), Atmacs and mGlobe outputs. The histograms on the

right show the differences between Atmacs and mGlobe (both include the residual gravity effect).
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